L-3 Communications’ Link Simulation and Training Division Awarded $7.3 Million Contract Option to Build PREDATOR Training Systems

ORLANDO, FL, November 28, 2005 - L-3 Communications (NYSE: LLL) announced today that its Link Simulation and Training (Link) division has been awarded a $7.3 million contract option from the U.S. Air Force’s Aeronautical System Center to build seven Predator Mission Aircrew Training System (PMATS) production units and three brief/debrief systems. This award has increased Link’s total PMATS program funding to $10.6 million.

The Predator aircrew training system -- which will enable pilots and sensor operators to undergo initial qualification, mission qualification, continuation and mission rehearsal simulation-based training -- also will enable aircrews to be trained in the simultaneous operation of multiple Predator aircraft over various battlefield environments.
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PMATS will provide high fidelity modeling of the Predator MQ-1 aircraft platform, sensors and weapons. The MQ-1 is used by the Air Force to meet armed reconnaissance and interdiction requirements. The simulated synthetic environment will take into account time of day, winds, adverse weather and thermal effects. A detailed urban environment also will be simulated. Plans also call for PMATS to be enhanced to provide simulation of the newer MQ-9 Predator unmanned aircraft system.

"The Predator aircrew training system has the look and feel of an actual ground control station," said John McNellis, president of Link Simulation and Training. "This high fidelity aircrew training system offers the design flexibility to support training on multiple Predator aircraft configurations. This will enable Predator aircrews to gain training on the aircraft configuration that they will be controlling within a theater of operation."

The MQ-1 aircrew training systems being developed under this contract option will be delivered to the Air Force’s Air Combat Command 11th Reconnaissance Squadron Formal Training Unit at Creech Air Force Base, NV with an initial operational capability in the latter part of 2006. The training systems will be upgraded in early 2007 to a full operational capability, which will enable the systems to participate in the U.S. Air Force’s Distributed Mission Operations (DMO) simulation exercises.

Under the PMATS contract originally awarded in June 2005, Link is developing one trainer and one brief/debrief system that will be delivered with initial operational capability in late 2006. The system will be upgraded in early 2007 to a full operational capability. This first unit will be housed at Link’s Arlington, TX facility to support ongoing training system development and modification.

Link Simulation and Training, which is celebrating its 75th anniversary, is a systems integration organization that delivers and supports training systems and equipment designed to enhance operational proficiency. Link’s services include conducting front end analysis, program design, simulator design and production, and field support. Link has its headquarters operation in Arlington, TX and other key bases of operation in Binghamton, NY, Orlando, FL, Broken Arrow, OK, and Phoenix, AZ.

Headquartered in New York City, L-3 Communications is a leading provider of Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) systems, secure communications systems, aircraft modernization, training and government services and is a merchant supplier of a broad array of high technology products. Its customers include the Department of Defense, Department of Homeland Security, selected U.S. Government intelligence agencies and aerospace prime contractors. To learn more about L-3 Communications, please visit the company’s web site at www.L-3Com.com.
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Safe Harbor Statement Under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
Except for historical information contained herein, the matters set forth in this news release are forward-looking statements. Statements that are predictive in nature, that depend upon or refer to events or conditions or that include words such as “expects,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “estimates,” “will,” “could” and similar expressions are forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements set forth above involve a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from any such statement, including the risks and uncertainties discussed in the company’s Safe Harbor Compliance Statement for Forward-Looking Statements included in the company’s recent filings, including Forms 10-K and 10-Q, with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The forward-looking statements speak only as of the date made, and the company undertakes no obligation to update these forward-looking statements.